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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Continue
Implementation and Administration, and
Consider Further Development, of California
Renewables Portfolio Standard Program.

Rulemaking 15-02-020
(Filed February 26, 2015)

COMMENTS OF THE BAY AREA MUNICIPAL TRANSMISSION GROUP
JUNE 22, 2016 ALJ RULING ON LCBF REFORM FOR RPS PROCUREMENT

In accordance with California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) Rules of
Practice and Procedure (“Rules”), the Bay Area Municipal Transmission Group (“BAMx”)1
submits these comments to the Energy Division’s Staff Paper on Least-Cost Best-Fit (“LCBF”)
Reform (“Staff Paper”), which was attached to the June 26, 2016 ALJ Ruling (“Ruling”)
accepting into the record energy division staff paper on least-cost best-fit reform for renewables
portfolio standard (“RPS”) procurement and requesting comment.

I.

INTRODUCTION
The June 22nd Ruling issued a paper by the Commission’s Energy Division (“ED”) on

LCBF reforms. BAMx applauds the Commission and ED staff’s efforts in initiating this very
important dialogue and in its commitment to hold public workshops later this year to further
review four inter-related Track 1 LCBF issues with parties:
1. Effective Load Carrying Capability (“ELCC”);
2. Capacity Price;
3. Time of Delivery (“TOD”) factors; and
4. Valuation of Energy Only (“EO”) Deliverability Status in RPS Procurement.

Billions of dollars of customer money have been spent, and are planned to be spent, in building
1
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transmission infrastructure to access the full capacity of renewable generation. These
expenditures are driven by stringent CAISO “deliverability” requirements without any
cost/benefit analysis. Without such analysis, we do not know if the economic benefits provided
by these transmission infrastructure projects exceed the costs to customers. Because it has
historically been assumed that only "full Capacity" resources are procured, excessive and
unneeded large-scale transmission projects have been built. The CAISO and several other
stakeholders recognize that the issue at hand is deliverability for resources that allow buyers of
renewable projects’ output to count the generators’ dependable capacity toward their RA needs.

On several occasions, BAMx has performed economic assessments comparing the annual
Resource Adequacy (RA) value associated with renewables in the zones and the annualized
transmission costs associated with the corresponding transmission that is needed to obtain RA
deliverability for those renewable resources. Such analyses have demonstrated that several
projects approved by the CAISO to provide deliverability to interconnecting renewables, some of
which are already operational, such as the Colorado River - Valley 500kV, West of Devers
Upgrade project, Coolwater - Lugo 230 kV and Eldorado - Ivanpah 230kV, are not a costeffective mechanism to obtain RA from the underlying renewable resources.2 BAMx appreciates
the CPUC ED’s efforts to include a very important and long-awaited issue of the valuation of EO
deliverability status in RPS procurement as part of the overall LCBF reforms.

The Staff Paper states that “…no IOUs have PPAs approved through the Commission’s RPS
program with energy-only resources.”3 BAMx does not believe that this statement is accurate.
BAMx has extracted the EO projects that are currently operational from the California
Independent System Operator’s (“CAISO) latest generation interconnection queue, dated June 3,
2016, as shown in Table 1. There are eighteen (18) EO projects totaling 620 MW, with the
largest being the 290 MW Agua Caliente project in Arizona connected to the Hassayampa-North
Gila 500 kV line with a PPA with PG&E.4 There is also a 45 MW project connected to the
2
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Imperial Valley Sub, which presumably is the Campo Verde/Mt Signal Solar project with a PPA
with SDG&E.5

Capacity (MW)

Fuel

Queue
Position

Type

Table 1: List of Currently Operational Transmission Connected EO Generation Projects6
Full
Capacity,
Partial or
Energy
Only
(FC/EO)

County

Utility

468

PV

S

290

EO

YUMA

SDGE

477

RE

B

4

EO

BUTTE

PGE

481

ST

B

18.4

EO

AMADOR

PGE

529

PV

S

20

EO

KINGS

PGE

548

PV

S

20

EO

KINGS

PGE

625
632

PV
PV

S
S

20
19

EO
EO

KINGS
FRESNO

PGE
PGE

633

PV

S

18

EO

FRESNO

PGE

637

PV

S

20

EO

KINGS

PGE

643AM

PV

S

45

EO

IMPERIAL

SDGE

644

PV

S

20

EO

MADERA

PGE

650AB

PV

S

20

EO

KINGS

PGE

651A
659
660
662

PV
PV
PV
PV

S
S
S
S

20
20
20
20

EO
EO
EO
EO

SCE
SCE
SCE
SCE

909
1005

STH
ST

S
B

25
0.5

EO
EO

LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES
SAN
BERNARDINO
MERCED
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SCE
PGE

Station or
Transmission Line

Hassayampa-North
Gila 500 kV line
Centerville-Table
Mountain 60kV line
Valley SpringsMartel #2 60kV line
Corcoran- Kingsburg
#1 115kV line
Mercy Springs
Substation 70kV
Henrietta-Tulare Lake
70kV
Wesix 70kV Tap
Gates-Coalinga 70
kV Line #1
Henrietta-Jacobs
Corner 70kV
Imperial Valley
Substation 230kV
Dairyland - Legrand
115 kV
Henrietta-Tulare Lake
70kV
Antlelope Sub 66 kV
Bus
Antelope Sub 66 kV
Antelope Sub 66 kV
Antelope Sub 66 kV
Sandlot Substation
220kV
Merced #1 70kV Line

Ibid.
Table 1 does not include operational EO Generation Projects connected to the distribution system, which is not
under CAISO operational control.
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Actual
On-line
Date

6/10/14
5/16/12
1/31/12
1/15/16
10/31/14
8/12/15
12/12/14
2/1/14
12/31/12
8/15/14
12/23/15
12/24/14
11/10/14
5/6/16
11/7/14
11/30/15
10/23/15
7/31/14

In summary, although relatively smaller in number and capacity in comparison to the FCDS
PPAs, there are a number EO projects that currently have PPAs with the IOUs.

Although BAMx has chosen to respond to the Staff Paper’s questions only on the valuation of
EO deliverability status in RPS procurement, it reserves the right to provide reply comments on
the remaining issues and questions in the Staff paper. BAMx is concerned about the RPS
procurement process that many of the indirect costs and benefits of various resources have never
been properly and transparently accounted for in the Net Market Value (NMV) or the Portfolio
Adjusted Value (PAV) equation.7 Without the availability of greater insights into the
procurement process, especially in the area of assessment of transmission cost adders in the
LCBF methodology, BAMx is unable to fully address some of the questions posed in the Staff
Paper.

II.

BAMX RESPONSES TO THE STAFF PAPER QUESTIONS
In this section we include the specific questions posed under the Staff Paper and include

the BAMx response to each one of them separately.

Q.7. How would an increase in energy-only projects affect financial, reliability, or
RPS-compliance related risks, including risks to existing, online projects? Do the
risks differ for projects at different stages in the development cycle (e.g., online
projects, projects under development, future projects)? Describe each identified
risk and how an increase in energy-only projects would increase or decrease that
risk.?

BAMx does not believe that an increase in EO projects affect reliability, or RPS-compliance
related risks, including risks to existing, online projects in any significant manner. EO projects
do not provide any resource adequacy (“RA”) credit to the interconnecting generator or the
purchaser of the PPA. On the other hand, the interconnecting generator does not have to pay for
7

The “Least-Cost/Best-Fit (LCBF) Principles,” such as the ones outlined by the IOUs in the RPS Calculator
Workshop 02/11/2015, do not provide the adequate details required to make an informed assessment of the valuation
of FCDS or EO resources in the procurement process.
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the upfront funding or in some cases, make payments without reimbursement associated with any
transmission delivery network upgrades (“DNU”) that might be triggered if that generator opts
for a Full Capacity Deliverability (“FCDS”) status. Overall, every generator and its energy
purchaser needs to make a determination as to whether the value of the associated RA credit and
increased transmission capacity exceeds the cost of transmission associated with the DNU that it
triggers. Based upon historical data, we have observed that the incremental annualized
transmission cost is significantly higher than the RA value associated with the renewable
resources.8 Therefore, it can be argued that EO resources reduce the financial burden on the load
serving entities (“LSE”) and in turn, ratepayers significantly.

In terms of financial risk, the key issue is which party to the PPA would bear the risk of
congestion or curtailment. BAMx appreciates that it is a difficult risk for the generator to bear as
the generator has few options for controlling the risk. As it is the LSE that selects the generator
among competing offers and has more control to impact congestion or curtailment with future
dispatch and procurement decisions, it is typically the LSE that bears the congestion pricing
risk. The generator is usually obligated to transmit the power to the Point of
Delivery/Interconnection, with the LSE taking the congestion pricing risk downstream. So such
risk does not typically impact generator development. As for curtailment risk, this could be from
transmission limitations or other factors, such as overgeneration. The SB350 studies now being
completed by the CAISO and their consultants indicate that, in general, the curtailment due to
transmission limitations is much less than the curtailments caused by overgeneration, especially
over time as we head towards meeting our 50% RPS goal.9 These findings are consistent with the
CAISO’s 2015-16 Transmission Planning Process (“TPP”) Special studies discussed later in this
response.

It is important to note that the State RPS goal involving both SB 2 (1X) and SB 350 are energy
goals and not capacity ones. In other words, EO resources are as effective as FCDS resources in
meeting the State RPS compliance.
8
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Regarding managing the financial risks, the issue is the availability of information. EO projects
are possible today and the LSE’s evaluate them in their RPS solicitations. The increased use of
EO may cause the LSE to strengthen its evaluation protocol. However, this is data driven and
requires an understanding of the risks and consequences. The CAISO has started to provide
some level of information on the ability of the system to accommodate EO procurement.
Presuming the buyers of PPAs are bearing the risk, a congestion price forecast, duration and
frequency of curtailment are needed. However, it is important to recognize that this issue is also
inherent in the current system as well.

The 2015-16 TPP Special Study results shared by the CAISO during the Renewable Energy
Transmission Initiative 2.0 (“RETI 2.0”) Transmission Technical Input Group (“TTIG”) January
22, 2016 workshop provide stakeholders and policymakers with very helpful guidance regarding
the lack of need for new major transmission to meet the 50% RPS goal. In particular, it
demonstrates that nearly 26,000MW of In-State EO resources can be accommodated on the
existing transmission, which significantly exceeds the maximum of 15,000 MW of incremental
renewables needed in the CAISO balancing authority area to transition from 33% to a 50% RPS
goal. Although the CAISO’s production cost simulations analysis showed a certain amount of
reliability overloads and renewable curtailments, the CAISO found, in general, that the
“transmission capability estimates for the all the zones appear to be reasonable for developing
future portfolios for additional transmission studies.”10

The CAISO has offered very specific refinements regarding how future analysis that assumes the
EO resources to meet the transition from 33% to a 50% RPS goal should be conducted.11 The
CAISO has also identified the impact of export limits on the amount of renewable curtailment,
which, according to the CAISO, are a result over-supply of renewable resources rather than
transmission constraints.12 Although the CAISO’s 2016-17 TPP Special studies that model the
scenarios with EO resources are currently underway, the currently available 2015-16 TPP
10
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Special Study findings effectively demonstrate that EO projects can be accommodated on
existing transmission system without causing any significant reliability issues or any significant
renewable curtailments.13

Q8. Are there any actions, such as changes to policies or business practices, that the
Commission, utilities, or entities (such as the California Independent System
Operator) could take to facilitate the development of energy-only projects or
mitigate the financial, reliability, or RPS-compliance risks posed by energy-only
projects? Please describe any suggested action in detail and explain how it will
facilitate the development of energy-only projects or mitigate risks associated
with an increase in energy-only projects.

As discussed above, the CAISO has already taken steps under the Special studies for the 2015-16
TPP and 2016-17 TPP, which demonstrate that the EO projects do not cause any significant
reliability issues.

There is a need to establish mechanisms that allow for sharing of curtailment risk of EO projects
between buyers and sellers that is both financeable and does not drive excessive transmission
construction. Currently, the EO congestion cost adder attributed to the risk of congestion that
utilities such as SCE impose on EO generation that is bid into its procurement process is
arbitrary. More data-driven processes are required to determine appropriate congestion cost
adders, by location, as part of the comprehensive congestion studies performed by the CAISO.
There appears to be a reluctance to calculate or share the results of such calculations of
congestion studies. The utility will typically claim that reducing congestion is a reason for
making a large transmission investment but fail to include the amount of such congestion in its
studies to obtain CAISO and later CPUC approval for a new transmission line. Although such
calculations involve tools that are data intensive, they are common tools used to analyze the
impacts of generation and transmission projects upon the grid.

13
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As the consumer directly benefits from the reduced transmission costs associated with EO
service and the increased procurement options it makes available, the consumer, specifically, the
customer of the LSE procuring the energy, should ultimately bear the increased risk from
prudently procured EO resources. Therefore, the Commission should allow the financial benefits
and costs of such procurement to flow into rates.

Also, see our response to Q.9 that highlights the need for greater alignment between transmission
planning and RPS procurement.

Q.9. Do utilities’ most recent LCBF methodologies accurately weight the likely costs
and benefits to ratepayers of energy-only projects relative to full capacity
deliverability projects? If any of the utilities’ LCBF methodologies do not
accurately weight the likely costs and benefits of energy-only projects, please
identify the methodology, describe the problem, and how the methodology
should be changed to improve the problem.
BAMx does not believe it can meet the standard of specificity requested by this answer. The
details of how this assessment is made by each utility for a generation project is not in the public
domain. In fact, this lack of transparency has probably facilitated the ability of a Utility to favor
projects, which will lead to opportunities for transmission investment.

BAMx acknowledges that the efforts are currently underway at the Commission to determine
inputs and assumptions that are most important to align with LTTP and TPP.14 And the special
study results of the CAISO should be very helpful to indicate the result of eliminating the bias
towards FCDS. However, several pitfalls continue to remain in the procurement practices that
discourage EO procurement. At present many generator developers are under the impression that
they cannot successfully compete for a PPA without FCDS. The lack of close oversight
enhanced by the lack of transparency makes the generator wary of proposing an EO project.
Therefore, they initially opt for FCDS status in their interconnection request as the
14
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interconnection application costs the same either way and they have the option to convert to EO
after the CAISO Phase I interconnection study. Unless the lack of transmission capacity causes
transmission upgrade costs that requires an unacceptable level of increased financial
commitment on the part of the generator, the generator developer maintains the request for
FCDS. With the introduction of utility upfront funding, either through a voluntary election by
the utility or designation as “Policy Driven Upgrades,” the motivation to be concerned about the
impact of new transmission has been blunted. For such Area DNUs (“ADNU”), there is no cost
assignment to the generator and associated requirement for financial security. Therefore, if in an
area where ADNUs are being upfront funded by the utility or proposed as policy upgrades, the
generators get the benefit of no cost assignment, while also benefiting from the potential for
additional RA payments.

Although with the introduction of Generator Interconnection and Deliverability Allocation
Procedures (“GIDAP”), the interconnecting generators can choose to pay for the ADNUs they
trigger, we have seen, not surprisingly, that most of the interconnected generators choose the
option to rely on those ADNUs to be classified as policy-driven projects thereby being exempt
from funding them. If an ADNU has been approved and under construction, this can be a
positive effect as it encourages PPAs that utilize committed transmission. However, if the
transmission project is not yet committed, it can inappropriately skew both PPA counter parties
as the ADNU cost is hidden and not linked to the generation project. One example is the Mohave
Solar Project (“MSP”) PPA, which acknowledged that it did not explicitly take into account the
entire cost of the Coolwater-Lugo 230 kV transmission project that was deemed necessary to
support the MSP’s FCDS status at that time.15

15

Source: “When comparing the costs of the deliverability upgrades relative to the RA value, the resulting
conclusion is that using the Coolwater-Lugo transmission project as the means to procure RA from 2018 through
2039 may not be the most cost effective means for PG&E to comply with its RA requirements. Assuming that the
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fully subscribed, it is premature to assume that the “best case” will be realized.” as stated in the “Pacific Gas and
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The above issue associated with past LCBF practices of calculating net market value assuming
that the related ADNU is constructed, and that it is fully subscribed still exists. This practice
leads to only partial assignment of a cost associated with a transmission upgrade triggered by an
interconnecting generator. 16 For example, if a 100MW of generator seeking FCDS is triggering a
transmission upgrade/ADNU that accommodates 1,000MW of FCDS capacity, it is assigned
only 1/10th of the transmission cost. Because the transmission cost is not fully captured, an LSE
signs a PPA that includes FCDS with a generator dependent on the ADNU, thinking that it meets
the LCBF objective.

The CPUC RPS calculator typically considers that an upgrade may not be economic nor
necessary to achieve the RPS policy objectives. However, once the PPA is signed, the RPS
calculator, which is used to develop RPS portfolios for the CAISO in transmission planning,
selects a portfolio that requires the ADNU because PPAs are exempted from the RPS
Calculator’s economic test.

Per the Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) between the CPUC and the CAISO, the
CAISO takes these RPS portfolios and carries them forward into its annual TPP. The CAISO
performs deliverability analysis to identify the specific transmission upgrades that will make the
entire RPS portfolio deliverable. The CAISO does not undertake any analysis to confirm that the
identified transmission upgrades are the lowest cost option of meeting LSEs’ RPS requirement
and LSEs’ planning reserve requirement. So we have a process where neither procurement (lack
of appropriate accounting of transmission cost) nor transmission planning process (an exemption
of economic test in the RPS Calculator and an assumption that the entire portfolio needs to be
fully deliverable in the CAISO TPP) explicitly considers the transmission cost accurately and
leads to economically inefficient outcome of triggering excessive and unneeded transmission
upgrades as shown in the Figure 1 schematics.

16
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Q.10. What are the most significant barriers to developing renewable energy projects
with energy-only deliverability status and winning bids in the RPS program?

The socialization of DNU costs through policy driven upgrades in the CAISO TPP masks the
true costs of FCDS offers so that it is difficult to make a proper comparison of FCDS and EO
offers. See our response to Q. 9 above.

Q.11. What information would be likely to improve a renewable energy project
development team’s ability to confidently determine whether the value of FCDS
status is worth the cost of obtaining it? What types of analysis or studies would
be needed to generate the required information? Describe the types of analysis,
including any modeling tools, data inputs, and assumptions, that would helpful.

First and foremost, the renewable energy project development team would need assurances that
the evaluation process fairly and consistently treats the comparison of EO projects with FCDS
ones. Any such analysis needs to consider the value of the capacity being offered in light of the
LSE’s capacity need, the Loss of Load Expectations (“LOLE”) benefits of the capacity being
offered, the total cost of transmission associated with making the FCDS available, the costs of
alternative sources of capacity if capacity is needed, and the difference in the expected impact of
congestion or curtailment of the EO versus FCDS offers. The valuation methodology and the
assumptions used for applying the methodology need to be scrutinized and transparent.

BAMx recommends the use of a production cost simulations model as the most appropriate tool
to comprehensively assess the expected impact of congestion or curtailment of the EO versus
FCDS resources and the LSE explicitly expressing its locational preferences for EO versus
FCDS based upon such analyses.

Q.12. Would enabling owners of energy-only resources to bid the cost of the
transmission upgrade required to convert their projects to full capacity
deliverability status be a reasonable approach for mitigating the potential risk
No Comments at this time.
13

Q.13. Do current policies and practices permit a project owner to convert an existing
project with energy-only deliverability status to a full capacity project in order to
offer that project as a capacity resource? If no, what changes would be required
to enable such an action? If yes, what policy or market practices would facilitate
the ability of project owners to undertake such an action?
No Comments at this time.

Q.14. What changes, if any, to resource adequacy accounting would best support an
economically optimal level of energy-only project procurement? (Note that some
issues relevant to the consideration of energy-only projects in LCBF reform are
also relevant to the Commission’s resource adequacy (RA) proceeding. Parties’
views on this question will be useful in considering LCBF reform, but are not
part of the record of the RA proceeding.)
BAMx does not understand the delay in complying with State law that requires using Effective
Load Carrying Capability (“ELCC”) values instead of using the existing Exceedance-Based
values to calculate Net Qualifying Capacity for RA counting to best support an economically
optimal level of energy-only project procurement. The ELCC values provide a realistic depiction
that takes into account the saturation effect, that is, ELCC values decline with the penetration of
certain type of renewable resource technology. BAMx cannot understand why the utilization of
the preferred and required methodology should be delayed to improve the detailed assumptions
required in the implementation of the preferred methodology when reasonable are available to
implement the methodology. Also, BAMX supports the requirement for the utilities to develop a
single ELCC methodology for use by all three utilities in their RPS procurement, and to
benchmark the methodology to the RPS Calculator’s ELCC methodology used for planning
purposes.

14

III.

CONCLUSION
BAMx appreciates the opportunity to comment on the energy division staff paper on

LCBF reform for RPS procurement and acknowledges the significant effort of CPUC ED Staff.
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